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BrushLovers.com Provides Designers with Exclusive, Affordable
Photoshop Brushes
VANCOUVER, BC – The owner of a popular weblog for creative professionals has
launched BrushLovers.com, a new website for web designers to find exclusive and
high-quality Photoshop brushes.
The site features hundreds of brushes that are free for both personal and commercial
use, as well as affordable premium brushes starting at $3 each. It also offers users the
opportunity to purchase brush packs, often for significant discounts. BrushLovers was
borne out of Webdesigner Depot, a web design blog run by Walter Apai.
"BrushLovers.com features a huge selection of Photoshop brushes, all meticulously
crafted with web designers in mind," Apai said. "Nowhere else on the web will you find
such a large selection of unique and custom designs."
All of the works featured on BrushLovers were created by Liora Blum, a highly
respected graphic designer whose designs focus on grunge and swirl themes. Blum is
inspired by flaky paint, rippling waves and trips to nowhere, spending most of her time
at the Brushes Palette to create the most trendy and innovative designs imaginable.
The website's brushes are all high-resolution, perfect for both web and print design.
They can be easily previewed and downloaded, and they work in all Adobe Creative
Suite platforms.
"As creative professionals ourselves, we know the importance of having incredible
brushes to work with," Apai said. "Our passion for our work and years of experience in
the field have resulted in this great resource for web and graphic design pros."
Webdesigner Depot features daily blog posts on different design techniques, examples
and best practices. Apai also recently launched MightyDeals.com, a place for creative
professionals to find affordable design tools.
The web design for BrushLovers was created by Claudiu Cioba. To get started browsing
the site's wide range of Photoshop brushes, visit www.BrushLovers.com.
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